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Section 1. Introduction

I

n spring 2020, Insight Policy Research (Insight) fielded a survey to institutions that are part of UNCF’s
Career Pathways Initiative, known as CPI. A partnership of community colleges, workforce
development agencies, employers, and social service providers, CPI provides individuals with low
incomes the higher education skills and credentials they need to gain immediate entry into targeted
occupations and ultimately fosters economic self-sufficiency.
Approximately 60 percent of survey respondents were administrators or career services staff, and the
remainder were faculty and other staff members. The survey found—
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This guide describes best practices to address the challenge of low student engagement during COVID19 and offers information from the field on additional challenges posed during the pandemic. The figure
below shows the organization of the guide. Section 2 discusses general strategies for strengthening
student engagement, section 3 discusses strategies for building a virtual community for students, and
section 4 discusses strategies for strengthening student engagement in career services.

In each section, resources are organized by type using the following icons:

Idea to Implement
the Strategy
Research

Tool or Training

Example From the Field

Focus on Students of Color
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Section 2. Strategies for Strengthening Student Engagement

A

s colleges and universities struggle to navigate the transition to virtual environments that have
become the “new normal” in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, one theme consistently emerged
from institutions that have successfully engaged their students: Meet students “where they are.”
Institutions having the most success engaging students where they are have recognized they need to
rethink student engagement, redefine what it looks like in a virtual environment, and understand how it
is measured:
Now that things are virtual, it’s impossible to think students can attend
everything. … We are now looking at student engagement [as], are
students speaking up and asking questions during an event? Are they
seeking more information after [the event]?... rather than the number of
students that attend.
—Etienne Vazquez, Head of America’s Entry Level
Business Recruitment at Bloomberg LP1

Strategy 1: Meet Basic Needs First
Before institutions can systematically address student disengagement in noninstructional activities,
students’ basic needs—such as food and safe housing—must first be met.

Challenge: Food Insecurity
A recent survey of over 1,000 college students revealed that since the onset of COVID-19 pandemic,
food insecurity (i.e., not knowing where the next meal will come from, or missing meals for strictly
financial reasons) has increased substantially. Unlike some financial issues students may face, such as
student loans, food insecurity is an immediate concern with immediate consequences. It can have a
profound effect on “students’ mental health, their academic performance, and even their ability to
complete their college studies.”2

1

Conversation during NACE Town Hall Meeting: Leading Practices for Virtual Career Fairs and Recruiting Events (December 10, 2020).
http://nacelearning.naceweb.org/client/app.html#/courses/100315?allowBackToCourses&module=100617&section=101581.
2
Anderson, G. (2020, December 10). Food Insecurity Among Students Continues During Pandemic. Washington, DC: Inside Higher Ed.
https://www.insidehighered.com/quicktakes/2020/12/10/food-insecurity-among-students-continues-during-pandemic.
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Since the start of the pandemic—

Ideas to implement the strategy
Raise awareness within the campus community. Faculty and staff should be made aware of
the prevalence of this issue for students, the stigma that surrounds it, and how students can
use the college’s resources to address it. If students experiencing food insecurity solicit help or
advice from faculty or staff, they can be easily referred to on-campus resources. This approach
can help ensure students choose “no wrong door” when seeking assistance to secure food.4

3

Chegg (n.d.) Hunger and COVID-19: Food Insecurity Amongst US College Students in 2020. Santa Clara, CA: Chegg.
https://www.chegg.org/covid-19-food-insecurity-2020.
4
Haskett, M.E., Majumder, S., Wright, S., and Kotter-Grühn, D. Food and Housing Security Among NC State Students. (2018, February). Raleigh,
NC: North Carolina State University. https://dasa.ncsu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/NC-State-Food-and-Housing-Insecurity-1.pdf.
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Coordinate with existing organizations to provide easyaccess food options for students. North Carolina State
University has established several partnerships with local
organizations that provide students with easily accessible
food options:


On-campus food pantries provide nonperishable food items and beverages plus personal
hygiene items.



Food recovery programs collect unused food and repackage it for distribution to students,
using a mobile app.



Community gardens run by the campus agriculture program and student-led organizations
provide fresh food to food banks to supplement canned food supplies.



Meal donation programs, such as Swipe Out Hunger,5 allow students to donate dining hall
points or money to other students.



Shuttle programs transport students to low-cost food markets or food banks at no cost.6

Challenge: Housing insecurity
In the wake of COVID-19, more students are experiencing housing insecurity. When campuses shuttered
their doors and sent students home in spring 2020, some students did not have a home to return to.
Others—LGBTQ students, in particular—faced a return to volatile or even hostile living conditions.7
Idea to implement the strategy
Understand students’ housing options. To address food
insecurity among students, North Carolina State University
has partnered with outside organizations to provide students
with emergency housing options, such as the following:


On-campus emergency housing: Residence hall rooms or on-campus apartments are
reserved for students who need short-term emergency housing; other colleges offer
vouchers to students to cover several nights in a motel room.



Emergency shelters are provided to students, often run by community partners or student
groups.

5

Swipe Out Hunger. (n.d.) CUNY Student Food Navigator Program. https://www.swipehunger.org/.
Haskett, M.E., Majumder, S., Wright, S., and Kotter-Grühn, D. Food and Housing Security Among NC State Students. (2018, February). Raleigh,
NC: North Carolina State University. https://dasa.ncsu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/NC-State-Food-and-Housing-Insecurity-1.pdf.
7
Lederer, A.M., Hoban, M.T., Lipson, S.K., Zhou, S., and Eisenberg, D. (2021). More Than Inconvenienced: The Unique Needs of U.S. College
Students During the COVID-19 Pandemic. Journal of Health Education and Behavior, 48(1): 14–19.
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1090198120969372.
6
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Referrals to federal housing resources can assist students in securing vouchers from the
Department of Housing and Urban Development (Housing Choice Voucher Program) for
student veterans, or provide access to federal funding to support housing for students aging
out of foster care.



Student liaisons can actively assist other students with determinations as unaccompanied
homeless youth for purposes of the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (known as
FAFSA), serve as a liaison between housing-insecure students and local rental companies,
and refer students to the campus points of contact.



Offer connections with local host families that volunteer to offer short-term housing for
students with nowhere to go.8

Strategy 2: Provide Incentives for Engagement
Incentives may seem gimmicky, but they work!
[Many] students in this generation are interested in instant gratification,
and what they can immediately take away from an event … they really
respond well to “swag.”
—Dr. McElderry, Wake Forest University9

Increase student engagement and participation in noninstructional activities by offering
incentives. Offering “carrot” incentives—incentives that can motivate students to perform
desired behaviors—can be an effective strategy to engage students.10 Incentives can be
small— such as a pen, lanyard, or thumb drive—or large, such as a $25 gift card or branded
apparel from the college or university. Incentives can be tied to completion of activities, such
as submitting a resume for review by a stated deadline. Some institutions have offered
incentives to students to undergo voluntary COVID-19 testing, which is often a requisite for inperson participation in on-campus activities.11
Make opportunities for students “count.” In the wake of the pandemic, many institutions
have discontinued the use of “stick” incentives—penalties that can discourage undesired
behaviors. For example, professors are removing traditional penalties for late assignments and
offering flexibility with deadlines for some courses to respond to students’ circumstances.12
8

Haskett, M.E., Majumder, S., Wright, S., and Kotter-Grühn, D. Food and Housing Security Among NC State Students. (2018, February). Raleigh,
NC: North Carolina State University. https://dasa.ncsu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/NC-State-Food-and-Housing-Insecurity-1.pdf.
9
Personal communication with Wake Forest University Assistant Dean of Students and Executive Director of the Intercultural Center Dr.
Jonathan A. McElderry (November 16, 2020).
10
Personal communication with Wake Forest University Assistant Dean of Students and Executive Director of the Intercultural Center Dr.
Jonathan A. McElderry (November 16, 2020).
11
Anderson, G. (2020, October 13). Took a COVID-19 Test? You Could Be a Winner. Washington, DC: Inside Higher Ed.
https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2020/10/13/colleges-use-freebies-encourage-covid-19-testing-and-screening.
12
Flaherty, C. (2020, April 23). Grading for a Pandemic. Washington, DC: Inside Higher Ed.
https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2020/04/23/how-lenient-or-not-should-professors-be-students-right-now.
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However, it is possible the absence of penalties is contributing to the growing number of
students who opt out of participating in noninstructional activities, such as professional
development activities (e.g., resume reviews, mock interviews, career fairs) unless it “counts”
for something, such as a class grade or fulfills hours requirements (e.g., scholarships).13 Finding
ways to make student attendance at these events “count” in meaningful ways—while
recognizing the limitations of the pandemic—may help successfully engage students in these
activities.
Appoint faculty liaisons to connect with students systematically, such as by program or
major. Using grant funds, Fisk University appoints faculty champions who receive $500 a
semester, a laptop, and a list of responsibilities to reach out to students. Faculty champions
are responsible for being a liaison for their department or discipline, and they often partner
with student liaisons within that same discipline to further engage students.14
Incentives are also effective for recruiting faculty to engage with students. Having faculty
help engage students in noninstructional activities can be challenging at some institutions.
Some have found that offering incentives for faculty participation can boost working
relationships between institutional offices and faculty.

Spotlight:
Concordia College
Kris Olson, Director of Career Services at Concordia College in Moorhead, Minnesota, reported success in
engaging faculty to increase the visibility of career services and to encourage student engagement in career
services activities. Over the past 4 years, Concordia’s Career Services set a goal to engage faculty more
meaningfully in its services. To begin establishing relationships with faculty, Kris recommends acknowledging
that faculty are experts within their field, and to invite them to the table by actively engaging them in career
services meetings. This strategy could include sitting in on student interviews or even sharing their success
stories, which can then be posted on the career services website to celebrate successes and encourage other
students.
After establishing these connections with faculty, Kris and her team decided to publicly celebrate and
acknowledge those relationships. Each career services team member compiled a list of several faculty members
who had been “significant influencers” or had contributed meaningfully in career services activities in the
service of helping students. The team sent small tokens of appreciation (locally made treats) with a note
expressing thanks to each nominated faculty member and posted small blurbs about each faculty member on
the college’s social media pages. Kris noted this gesture was well received and considers it well worth the small
investment. This activity generated renewed interest in partnership and collaboration with career services.
When asked to describe why this small gesture was so successful, Kris remarked, “Faculty members talk.”15

13

Personal communication with Latreace Wells at Fisk University (January 11, 2021).
Ibid.
15
Personal communication with Concordia College Career Center Director Kris Olson (November 17, 2020).
14
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Strategy 3: Communicate Often Via Social Media
The use of social media in higher education has become essential, and
experts suggest having a strong social media presence has never been
more important for higher education institutions.16

Hootsuite, a social medial management company, found 98 percent of schools use social media for
various functions across their campuses because of the tremendous value for schools who use it well.17
Now, universities and colleges can use social media to promote school spirit, recruit new students,
showcase achievements, raise funds, and communicate effectively. Ultimately, successful use of social
media creates a sense of community.18
The following describes the most popular social media platforms students use regularly and how
institutions can use them to connect with their students.

Facebook
Facebook is a social networking website that enables users to share photographs,
post links to news or other interesting content on the web, post comments, chat live
with friends, and watch short-form videos. Content shared on the website can be
accessible to the public or an individual or solely shared among a select group.19

Popular
Facebook
features





Group pages, fan pages, and business pages enable users to use the site as a
vehicle for social media marketing.
Facebook’s developer network delivers advanced functionality and
monetization options.
Facebook Live facilitates streaming live video.
Facebook can autodisplay pictures with the Facebook Portal device.20

16

Hootsuite (n.d.) 2019 Social Campus Report. Vancouver, BC: Hootsuite. https://www.hootsuite.com/resources/social-campusreport?utm_campaign=all-unlocking_the_value_of_social-2019_succeed_with_social-glo-highered---3_trends_unveiled_in_the_hootsuite_social_campus_report_dgp_on24-&utm_source=webinar&utm_medium=webinar.
17
Hootsuite (n.d.) 2019 Social Campus Report. Vancouver, BC: Hootsuite. https://www.hootsuite.com/resources/social-campusreport?utm_campaign=all-unlocking_the_value_of_social-2019_succeed_with_social-glo-highered---3_trends_unveiled_in_the_hootsuite_social_campus_report_dgp_on24-&utm_source=webinar&utm_medium=webinar.
18
Hodgkinson, R. (2020, September 17). Universities: How to Use Social Media as Well as Students Do. Paris, France: Agorapulse.
https://www.agorapulse.com/blog/universities-colleges-social-media/.
19
Nations, D. (2020, November 12). What is Facebook? Lifewire. New York: Dotdash Publishing. https://www.lifewire.com/what-is-facebook3486391.
20
Nations, D. (2020, November 12). What is Facebook? Lifewire. New York: Dotdash Publishing. https://www.lifewire.com/what-is-facebook3486391.
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Facebook
The following are strategies colleges and universities have successfully used to
increase student engagement:
How can
institutions
use Facebook
to engage
students?












How-to
guides for
Facebook

Provide updates and valuable resources regularly.
Create opportunities for students to ask questions.
Establish Facebook groups.
Share current student spotlights with content created by students.
Consistently promote campus events.21
Share campus news, student and faculty achievements, and important
milestones.
Collect reviews from current and past students.
Provide virtual campus tours for prospective students.
Curate and share student-generated content.
Connect current students with alumni.22

When managing many Facebook pages, Facebook Business Manager will help keep
everything organized. It also simplifies collaboration without compromising security.
For instance, a director of communicators could control the account with the
“Admin” role, while other team members and interns could have “Employee” roles
with access to certain pages or certain permissions, such as managing comments
and publishing content.23
Consider these tips if considering creating content using Facebook Live:






Ask students and community members what topics or themes to cover for the
live streaming event.
Schedule the event at the right time.
Use Facebook and other channels to promote before broadcasting.
Be authentic, responsive, and interactive.
Review your results.

Facebook users can use the Live feature to stream a Zoom meeting or webinar24
directly to their Facebook page.

21

Gotter, A. (2020, June 29). How to Use Social Media to Keep Students Engaged and Excited About College. Paris, France: Agorapulse.
https://www.agorapulse.com/blog/how-universities-social-media-keep-students-engaged/.
22
Lua, A. (n.d.) 10 Ways Universities Can Use Facebook to Market to and Connect With Students. San Francisco: Buffer Marketing Library,
Buffer. https://buffer.com/library/facebook-foruniversities/#:~:text=10%20Facebook%20ideas%20for%20universities%20that%20want%20to,Welcome%20and%20bring%20new%20students
%20together.%20More%20items.
23
Sonnenberg, A. (2019, November 21). Facebook 101: What Every Smart Social Media Manager Needs to Know. Paris, France: Agorapulse.
https://www.agorapulse.com/blog/facebook-101/.
24
Huber, J. (2020, August 6). 10 Facebook Live Tips to Follow Before, During & After Your Broadcast. Chicago: Sprout Social, Inc.
https://sproutsocial.com/insights/facebook-live-tips/.
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Twitter
Twitter, the microblogging platform of the digital age, blends blogging, texting, and
messaging to deliver concise content to a wide audience. It is a social networking
and online news site where people communicate in short messages called tweets.
Twitter's biggest appeal is how scan-friendly it is. Every tweet is limited to 280
characters, which enables users to follow hundreds of engaging Twitter users and
read their content in a glance.25
Examples
from the field

See the content North Carolina A&T (@ncatsuaggies), Prairie View A&M (@PVAMU),
and the University of Carolina at Charlotte (@unccharlotte) share on Twitter and
how they engage their students.

Instagram
Instagram is a social networking app that emphasizes sharing of visual content and is
excellent for mobile use. Instagram is well known for users’ ability to share and find
photos and videos. Like other platforms, users interact with other users by following
them, being followed by them, commenting, liking, tagging, and private messaging.
Users can also save photos they see on Instagram. Although Instagram can be
accessed on the web from a computer, uploading photos and videos and sharing
content with other Instagram users is only possible through the mobile app.26
Several best practices will boost an institution’s use of the platform, such as
incorporating student-generated content and having a hashtag strategy. Creating an
How can
Instagram Business Profile will further enhance an institution’s presence on the app
institutions
because it provides users with advanced features such as Instagram Insights, which
use Instagram allow users to see engagement results after each post.27
to engage
With Instagram Stories, institutions can post interactive, live content that is archived
students?
for 24 hours. This feature allows users to tag hashtags, add a location, tag other
users to increase engagement, and create polls that pose questions followers can
answer.28 Instagram Live is also an effective feature that allows connection with
followers in real time. Universities can use Instagram Live to make live
announcements or host Q&As.29 Businesses also use Instagram Stories and
Instagram Live as tools to engage their followers and capture a broad audience.

25

Gil, P. (2020, October 23). What Is Twitter & How Does It Work? Lifewire. New York: Dotdash Publishing. https://www.lifewire.com/whatexactly-is-twitter-2483331.
26
Moreau, E. (2021, February 5). What Is Instagram and Why Should You Be Using It? Lifewire. New York: Dotdash Publishing.
https://www.lifewire.com/what-is-instagram-3486316.
27
Doverspike, K. (2020, May 11). Instagram For Schools: Best Practices For Engagement. Glastonbury, CT: Finalsite.
https://www.finalsite.com/blog/p/~board/b/post/instagram-for-schools.
28
Cooper, P. (2020, April 30). How to Use Instagram Stories to Build Your Audience. Vancouver, BC: Hootsuite. https://blog.hootsuite.com/howto-use-instagram-stories/.
29
Doverspike, K. (2020, May 11). Instagram For Schools: Best Practices For Engagement. Glastonbury, CT: Finalsite.
https://www.finalsite.com/blog/p/~board/b/post/instagram-for-schools.
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Instagram
The platform has supported many creative marketing approaches over the years,
but few are as distinct as “Instagram takeover.” Instagram takeover enables
institutions to collaborate with students, university partners, and employers. A
“takeover” is a time when a user gives a partner temporary access to their account.
The partner then shares content on the user’s behalf via photos, Instagram Stories,
Instagram Live, or a combination of the three. This is known as an engaging and fun
strategy that can diversify a university’s content and help it reach new audiences.30
Five employers, at most, participated in the University of Georgia (UGA) Career
Center’s Instagram takeover program each semester before the pandemic. By early
December 2020, UGA facilitated more than 20 employer Instagram takeovers. See
how UGA’s Instagram takeover program surged during the pandemic.
Examples
from the field

UGA suggests the following tips for universities when hosting an Instagram
takeover:








Provide an introduction that informs students about what the partner will
do during the takeover.
Show an employer’s office space if your partner is an employer.
Show employees in different roles during the takeover; specifically, show
familiar faces if possible such as previous interns or alumni who currently
work within the organization.
Highlight company perks such as an onsite gym or other elements that
provide insight into the culture of the company or the surrounding
community.
Have a formal start and end time.

Other institutions, such as Texas Southern University (@texassouthern) and
Grambling State University (@grambling1901) have successfully utilized Instagram
as a platform to share student and alumni highlights, and to promote direct
programming.

Instagram TV

While Instagram video posts can be up to 60 seconds in length and Instagram stories
can be up to 15 seconds in length, Instagram TV (IGTV) allows most users to upload
videos up to 10 minutes long. IGTV allows larger accounts to share videos up to an
hour long. Another notable difference between video posts and IGTV videos is the
video resolution. Video posts are typically square, whereas IGTV videos are full
screen with either a vertical or horizontal orientation. Users can access IGTV
through Instagram or though the standalone app. Because IGTV presents users with
more opportunities to be discovered on the Explore page, it is a valuable way to
boost an Instagram strategy.31 Here’s how to create an IGTV channel and videos for
IGTV.

30

Socialfollow. (2020, January 20). The Instagram Takeover – What It Is and How to Do One. Socialfollow.
https://socialfollow.co/blog/instagram-takeover/.
31
Loren, R. (2020, April 7). The Ultimate Guide to IGTV. Later. https://later.com/blog/igtv/.
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TikTok
TikTok is “the Instagram of the mobile video age.” TikTok is a social networking app
that allows users to film short videos of themselves doing a comedy sketch, dancing,
or lip-syncing. TikTok is especially popular among teens (41 percent of users are
between 16 and 24). Whereas Millennials often prefer Instagram, Generation Z
individuals often choose TikTok, preferring the format’s feeling of authenticity.
TikTok’s “rawness” resonates with this generation because they feel more included
in this new digital community compared with other social media platforms.32
How can
institutions
use TikTok to
connect with
students?

Examples
from the field

How-to guide
for TikTok

Universities could create their own account, upload video content, and join trends
with related hashtags or challenges such as the “Don’t Rush” challenge. By
connecting with students and interacting with their content, institutions can create
new engagement opportunities and gain a large audience quickly.33

The University of Florida was one of the first
institutions to make TikTok part of campus
life and the first higher education institution
to have a verified account. It has set the tone for institutions on TikTok. The
university follows popular trends and uses the platform to highlight student life and
campus culture and celebrate alumni. The school’s president Kent Fuchs has
become a star on the university’s account.34
Browsing the app’s “Discover” feature will help institutions gain a good sense of the
type of content students are watching and creating. It will also show what is
trending, allowing institutions to piggyback on existing content trends.35 When an
institution is ready to make a TikTok, consider the type of short, enlightening videos
to be shared.36

Vicente, V. (2020, October 25). What Is Instagram TV (IGTV), and How Do You Use It? Potomac Falls, VA: How-To Geek LLC.
https://www.howtogeek.com/692733/what-is-instagram-tv-igtv-and-how-do-you-use-it/.
32
Terminalfour.Blog. (2019, September). Is Now the Time for Universities to Adopt the Video Sharing Platform TikTok? Boston, MA:
Terminalfour. https://www.terminalfour.com/blog/posts/is-now-the-time-for-universities-to-adopt-the-video-sharing-platform-tiktok.html.
33
Terminalfour.Blog. (2019, September). Is Now the Time for Universities to Adopt the Video Sharing Platform TikTok? Boston, MA:
Terminalfour. https://www.terminalfour.com/blog/posts/is-now-the-time-for-universities-to-adopt-the-video-sharing-platform-tiktok.html.
34
Warack, H. (2020, July 24). New and Next: TikTok for Higher Education. Cedar Rapids, IA: Ruffalo Noel Levitz LLC.
https://www.ruffalonl.com/blog/enrollment/new-and-next-tiktok-for-higher-education/.
35
Jordan, C. (2020, May 13). How to Utilize TikTok and Instagram Live for Maximum Student Engagement. Saint Petersburg, FL: Presence.
https://www.presence.io/blog/how-to-utilize-tiktok-and-instagram-live-for-maximum-student-engagement/.
36
Jordan, C. (2020, May 13). How to Utilize TikTok and Instagram Live for Maximum Student Engagement. Saint Petersburg, FL: Presence.
https://www.presence.io/blog/how-to-utilize-tiktok-and-instagram-live-for-maximum-student-engagement/.
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Strategy 4: Help Students Combat Virtual Fatigue
The COVID-19 pandemic forced many institutions to offer both classes and noninstructional activities in
a virtual environment. This abrupt and often total transition from in-person activities to virtual activities
created an overwhelming environment for many students:
Students are tired of sitting in front of the computer, on Zoom meetings.
—Dr. Johnathan McElderry, Assistant Dean of Students and Executive
Director of the Intercultural Center at Wake Forest University

Virtual fatigue has major ramifications for nonacademic engagement because students’ perceptions of
virtual learning affect their motivation to seek career services and engage in noninstructional activities.
The Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs at Prairie View A&M, Valerie L. Holmes, noted students
are “fed up” with every aspect of their college experience being held online. Holmes noticed students at
her institution are placing frustrations with their online classes onto anything held virtually, and they
speak openly about this.37 One freshman at Harvard University, had only one compliment for Zoom:
I really like the new Zoom filters—that is one thing I appreciate. … Other
than that, I’m a little tired of Zoom.

Many students find themselves contending with a cumbersome combination of technologies to “attend”
lectures, access course assignments and readings, and connect with faculty. Before fall 2020 began, one
junior at the University of Texas explained she expected the online-only format to be great: Her
education would not be disrupted because she could take her classes safely from home. However, the
format took a toll on her mental and physical health as the semester progressed:
I didn’t expect how frustrating this process would be, or how drained I
would feel every day after getting off of Zoom meetings.38

Given the exhaustion students may feel after a day of virtual classes, students becoming less engaged in
noninstructional activities is reasonable. However, several best practices have emerged to combat this
virtual fatigue:
Use breakout rooms wisely. Breakout rooms are virtual offshoots of the main meeting and
can be used to facilitate more engaged discussions among participants. Breakout rooms can be
37

Personal communication with Prairie View A&M University Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs Valerie L. Holmes (December 4, 2020).
Smothers, H. (2020, November 30). College Students Are Pissed They Wasted Money on a COVID Semester From Hell. New York: Vice Media
Group. https://www.vice.com/en/article/n7vemw/college-students-mad-they-wasted-money-on-remote-covid-semester.
38
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monitored or unmonitored, and the Zoom facilitator has direct control over the number of
students in each room and the duration of the session. Zoom breakout rooms can stimulate
conversation, but beware of the “Law of the Breakout Room:” Limit the number of students in
each breakout room to five or six students to boost participation and conversation; more than
five or six students can dampen conversation.39
Cameras on. Although students sometimes view “cameras on” requirements as being invasive
of their privacy, particularly if their classroom is also their home,40 some students may be more
likely to turn on their cameras and engage meaningfully in conversations if events are hosted
in small breakout groups or if it is a requirement for participating in the activity.41
Be aware of the inherent limitations of virtual platforms such as Zoom. Zoom or similar
platforms may not be the most ideal virtual platform to host some kinds of events. For
example, large social gatherings may not translate well to virtual settings. One professor
noted:
I just don’t think it’s useful or really that easy to capture big social events
[on Zoom] that are meant for socializing and fun.42

However, some groups have found Zoom works well for large-scale events, such as Student
Government Association elections or campus homecoming events, provided enough time is
allotted for logistics and planning.43
Despite virtual fatigue, platforms like Zoom do offer some advantages over traditional settings.
Use Zoom to remove geographic barriers. Virtual platforms afford the opportunity for
institutions to invite speakers not typically available for reasons of geography or schedule. For
example, one psychology professor at Harvard assigned his class several popular psychology
books to read and invited the authors of those books to speak with his classes about them. He
said:
A dozen or so truly amazing authors appeared in our virtual classrooms this
semester.44
39

Haq, O.A., and Ma, A.C. (2020, December 21). The Good, The Bad, and The Awkward: Faculty and Students Reflect on a Virtual Fall Semester.
The Harvard Crimson. Cambridge, MA: The Harvard Crimson, Inc. https://www.thecrimson.com/article/2020/12/21/zoom-semesterreflections/.
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Personal communication with Fayetteville State University student Ashley Stewart (January 27, 2021).
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Personal communication with Fayetteville State University student Ashley Stewart (January 27, 2021).
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Haq, O.A., and Ma, A.C. (2020, December 21). The Good, The Bad, and The Awkward: Faculty and Students Reflect on a Virtual Fall Semester.
The Harvard Crimson. Cambridge, MA: The Harvard Crimson, Inc. https://www.thecrimson.com/article/2020/12/21/zoom-semesterreflections/.
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Personal communication with Saint Augustine University Director of Student Affairs & Greek Life Jalen Baker (December 3, 2020).
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Haq, O.A., and Ma, A.C. (2020, December 21). The Good, The Bad, and The Awkward: Faculty and Students Reflect on a Virtual Fall Semester.
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Use Zoom to remove the element of inconvenience to create easy access to resources. For
example, one university encouraged faculty to offer “pajamas office hours,” which enabled the
professors to extend office hours to times that would be unreasonable on campus, such as
later in the evening. Students appreciated the ability to speak with their professors without
having to put on winter coats or walk across campus. A student said:
Now office hours are certainly a lot less costly—I can just go to office hours
in my pajamas.45

Students are also experiencing email fatigue. Students, faculty, and institutional leadership agree
students are inundated with email these days, and “important” emails are more likely than ever to be
overlooked.46 One Fayetteville State University student noted that if emails are not sent directly to her
(i.e., her name appears as the only name in the email’s “To:” line), she will not flag the email to read
until perhaps months later.47 Another Fayetteville State University student agreed, noting students often
do not check emails unless they believe the emails are directly related to their coursework. However,
students frequently check for notifications within their classroom coursework platforms (e.g., Canvas).
Make use of classroom platforms or learning management systems (e.g., Canvas) that are
already in place to support coursework to disseminate important information about
noninstructional events or resources. Coursework platforms can be a one-stop shop for
students to view assignments, grades, calendars, and announcements, so messages about
upcoming noninstructional events may be more successfully advertised to students using
these platforms than an email.
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Haq, O.A., and Ma, A.C. (2020, December 21). The Good, The Bad, and The Awkward: Faculty and Students Reflect on a Virtual Fall Semester.
The Harvard Crimson. Cambridge, MA: The Harvard Crimson, Inc. https://www.thecrimson.com/article/2020/12/21/zoom-semesterreflections/.
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Personal communication with Fayetteville State University student Ashley Stewart (January 27,2021).
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Section 3. Strategies to Build a Virtual Community

T

he abrupt shift to a virtual environment, with instruction largely held on Zoom, has affected
students’ ability to connect with their campus community. A Harvard senior, who believes feelings of
connection at the institution have deteriorated since the pandemic, noted:48
Some people just don’t care about the community anymore—I think
people have just checked out.

Some students, particularly freshmen, can be intimidated by the thought of engaging for the first time
with others in a large virtual session.49 Virtual formats are proving particularly difficult as a way for
students to connect with new friends or classmates. One student at Harvard noted:
I don’t really think that I have made any close friends via the Zoom
environment. It’s awkward, and it takes a lot of effort to reach out to
people and constantly talk to them outside of the environment where you
usually see them if that’s a class or an extracurricular [activity].

This can be particularly difficult situation for freshmen or new students, who would ordinarily meet new
faces during class or at organized social functions.50
However, a recent survey found that despite the challenges of a virtual environment, critical strides are
being made in the right direction: A slight majority of students surveyed agreed their instructors were
taking steps to make the virtual classroom more interactive. 51 Fostering a sense of community within
the learning environment is likely to have a positive effect on student engagement and motivation inside
and outside the classroom.

Strategy 1: Engage the Whole Student
Students’ success in the college setting encompasses more than coursework, including social and career
readiness activities. Before the pandemic, many students relied on their collegiate communities to
engage socially with other students and to take advantage of services—such as mental health or

48
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Ibid.
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religious services—offered on campus. In the wake of the pandemic, some institutions have met these
important student needs in creative ways.

Virtual book clubs
(University of Illinois Chicago)
Virtual clubs can be a way to connect alumni with new graduates; an alumni book club started at
University of Illinois Chicago was announced and advertised around the time of commencement as a
way to keep recent graduates engaged. The book club serves as a bridge to connect current students
with alumni, and since it began in 2020, the book club has grown to over 100 members, and going
strong.

Wellness Wednesdays
(Wiley College)
Student mental health during the pandemic is of great concern to many institutions, ranking as one of
the most urgent issues they face. Rae Lundy, Ph.D., Associate Vice President of Student Wellness,
started “Wellness Wednesdays” for students at Wiley College. During these weekly check-ins, students
virtually check in with one another using a smiley face emoji system to report their mental health status
for that day. Students have the opportunity to follow up with mental health professionals after the call,
if needed, but virtually convening in this way gives students the sense that others care about how they
are doing emotionally during this time.

Center for Muslim Life’s Virtual Spiritual Program
(Duke University)
As with all other student activities that previously relied on physical proximity as a core component of
community, Director and Chaplain of Duke University’s Center for Muslim Life, Joshua Salaam, knew he
had to get creative to preserve the sense of community for Duke’s Muslim students. Using virtual
technologies such as Zoom, the center hosts Qur’an readings each Tuesday, a traditional Jumu’ah prayer
service on Fridays, and regular events such as the monthly Black Muslim Talk Space and a book club that
convenes to discuss works on race and faith. The center also offers periodic training sessions for Duke
community members on topics such as Islamophobia and the history of Islam in America. Although
attendance has dwindled since the start of the pandemic, Salaam credits these efforts with maintaining
a sense of continuity and community among the remaining student participants.

International Collegiate Programming Contest Club
(University of Texas at San Antonio)
The International Collegiate Programming Contest (ICPC) Club exposes students to all fields of
computing and technology during weekly meetings and ICPC competitions. ICPC is a global programming
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competition preparing students at the University of Texas at San Antonio to compete for jobs in the tech
industry. The Director and computer science student Brent Delia noted:
No matter how far you are in your curriculum, there’s always something
new to learn at ICPC, which is something I really enjoy about it.

The opportunity for students to form teams and compete with others improves their problem-solving
skills and
—gives them teamwork experience and help [to] familiarize them with
solving problems against a clock. The latter is handy when it comes to
technical interviews.

Major companies in the industry, such as Amazon, will ask candidates to solve the kind of problems ICPC
practices during their interview. Says Mark Robinson, Faculty Advisor and Computer Science Assistant
Professor of Practice52—
This really helps our students prepare if they are interested in going on to
work for Facebook or Google.

Strategy 2: Engage Faculty in a Virtual Community
Although it can sometimes be a challenge, enlisting faculty members as partners to increase student
engagement in noninstructional activities pays dividends. Students are more likely to attend events or
use resources (e.g., career services) when they are recommended by a faculty member.53
Use social media or other platforms to bring faculty and
students together outside the classroom. In 2020, Saint
Augustine’s University held an award show at the end of
spring semester. During the show, facilitators gave campus life awards and faculty and student
awards. This provided a space for students, faculty, and staff to come together and interact with
one another.54
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Moriarty, L. (2020, November 17). Programming Club Preps Students as Job Candidates in Competitive Market. UTSA Today. San Antonio, TX:
University of Texas. https://www.utsa.edu/today/2020/11/story/programming-contest-club-preps-students.html.
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Conversation during NACE Town Hall Meeting: Leading Practices for Virtual Career Fairs and Recruiting Events (December 10, 2020).
54
Personal communication with Saint Augustine University Director of Student Affairs & Greek Life Jalen Baker (December 3, 2020).
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Strategy 3: Enlist Students to Engage Other Students
Students themselves are uniquely situated to engage their friends and classmates. Drawing on the
connections student leaders have with other students can be a very effective way to increase student
engagement:
Establish peer coaching programs. In partnership with UNCF’s
CPI, Rust College started a peer coaches program where
seniors work directly with students in lower classes. Peer
coaches can assist students with coursework in certain content
areas, help students design their resumes, and prepare them
for interviews.55 Rust College’s student peer coaches are paid $10 an hour.56
Gain participation of leaders from student-led organizations,
such as student government or special student interest groups.
Often, students who assume leadership positions within
student-led organizations have unique perspectives about the
best ways to engage their peers. For example, one student
leader representing Fayetteville State University’s Office for
Adult Learners has designed a “Motivational Minute—Attitude Check Point” series she
distributes weekly to the institution’s adult learners via Fayetteville’s learning management
system. These videos touch on subjects such as mindfulness, self-care, gratitude, study
techniques, and mental preparation for classwork that form a virtual support group for
students. Given that Fayetteville’s adult learner population constitutes approximately 50
percent of its student body, these messages have the potential to engage a significant number
of students.57
Create opportunities for students to meet in person in
small, socially distant groups. Wake Forest found success in
offering small, in-person “pop-up” events for students.
During these events, students can meet with faculty and other students from a safe distance.58
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Education Design Lab. (n.d.) UNCF Career Pathways Initiative. Washington, DC: Education Design Lab.
https://eddesignlab.org/project/uncfcareerpathways/.
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Personal communication with Rust College Director of Career Services Sandra Burke (January 7, 2021).
57
Adult Advisory Group. (n.d.) The Office for Adult Learners. Fayetteville, NC: Fayetteville State University.
https://www.uncfsu.edu/academics/colleges-schools-and-departments/office-for-adult-learners.
58
Personal communication with Wake Forest University Assistant Dean of Students and Executive Director of the Intercultural Center Dr.
Jonathan A. McElderry (November 16, 2020).
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Section 4. Strategies for Strengthening Student
Engagement in Career Services

T

his section provides resources specifically designed to overcome barriers to student engagement in
career services activities.

Strategy 1: Offer Virtual Career Fairs
In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, many institutions have transitioned to using virtual career fairs.
Below is a series of best practices drawn from the field:
Practice makes perfect. Give students and employers the opportunity to practice using the
virtual platform the virtual career fair will use to reduce the likelihood of technical difficulties
during the event. Such a “dry run” also gives students the opportunity to refine their online
video presence,59 which may instill the confidence they need to actively engage in the career
fair (e.g., asking questions, using video). As an added incentive, consider making attendance at
an introduction or practice session a requirement for attending the career fair.
Tailor virtual career offerings. Aim to offer fewer, more intensive virtual offerings—perhaps
organized by college or major—to reduce the possibility of overwhelming students and
increasing likelihood they will attend and actively engage with potential employers. Offering
fewer virtual career services opportunities such as career fairs will also be attractive to
potential employers because they can be more selective and targeted with their recruitment
efforts.60 The National Association for Colleges and Employers recently held a webinar with
employers who have adapted their recruiting approaches to better suit the current virtual
environment:
[We have transitioned to attending fewer] career fairs and more
partnered summits/events. We found that we can be targeted and reach
a broader audience in a virtual environment. The targeted approach
worked well for us.
—Etienne Vasquez, Head of Americas Entry Level
Business Recruitment at Bloomberg LP61
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Sage, J. (2020, October 20). Virtual Career Services Best Practices: You Can No Longer Wait for Students to Come to You. Bethlehem, PA:
National Association of Colleges and Employers. https://community.naceweb.org/blogs/jenna-sage1/2020/10/20/virtual-career-service-bestpractices-you-can-no-l
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Dill, K. (2020, December 13). Virtual Campus Career Fairs Can Be a Tech Nightmare—and Still Yield Juicy Job Offers. The Wall Street Journal.
https://www.wsj.com/articles/virtual-campus-career-fairs-can-be-a-tech-nightmareand-still-yield-juicy-job-offers-11607889602.
61
Conversation during NACE Town Hall Meeting: Leading Practices for Virtual Career Fairs and Recruiting Events (December 10, 2020).
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Less is more. We decreased [the number of] our career fairs … and
increased key events. We organized a series called “Power Up Your
Career” 62 and developed a work from home guide for students.
—Jasmin Senior Bostic, Senior Manager of Global University
Relations & Recruiting at CSL Behring63

Streamline virtual platforms. In
fall 2020, approximately 50
percent of students reported
needing to use four or more
separate online tools or
learning management systems
in their courses.64 Common
learning management systems
include Blackboard, Canvas, D2L, and Moodle.65
When offering noninstructional or career services activities virtually, requiring students to use
and navigate a new online platform could result in decreased engagement, particularly if
students feel they must learn how to use “another” virtual environment to attend. When
possible, streamline the number of online platforms to increase engagement of students and
employers. Alternatively, ensure all participants attend an introductory “how-to” session that
highlights the important features of the platform before the event.
Help students help themselves. With funding provided by its Broadwell Leadership Institute,
Fayetteville State University’s students now have the opportunity to replace their amateur
head shots with professional ones. This initiative is being led by one of its student advisors,
who noticed her peers’ online Zoom pictures often gave prospective employers a poor first
impression during virtual career fairs. Professional head shots help students create a positive
and lasting first impression during virtual career fairs and interviews with potential
employers.66
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Strategy 2: Make Use of Alumni Connections
Connecting students with alumni has emerged as a successful strategy in the wake of COVID-19 as
colleges and universities go virtual. Alumni can be recruited to assist with—


Outreach to students via a phone call or text message67



Resume reviews or mock interviews for students interested in entering their industry68



(Virtual) campus events, such as panels or discussions with prominent speakers69



Speaking with upcoming graduates to discuss strategies for how to adjust after college70

Spotlight:
Virtual Panel With 2008 Alumni and 2020 Graduates at
Concordia College
Concordia College’s Career Center hosted a Zoom panel discussion with alumni who graduated during the 2008
financial crisis. The panel discussion engaged students with alumni panelists who understand the unique
challenges 2020 graduates face and shared ideas for job prospects during challenging times. The message
shared with 2020 graduates was one of “hope” in these trying, post-COVID-19 times.

Strategy 3: Build Relationships With Potential Employers
Connecting with employers and establishing lasting partnerships can be a lengthy process, but the
transition to virtual environments for career fairs, information sessions, and interviews has broken
through former geographic barriers. Since the onset of COVID-19, many employers have rethought
“business as usual” approaches and are now open to conducting interviews and even hosting internships
virtually. The following emerged as promising practices and tools to connect employers and student.

Virtual Job Shadowing
(University of Delaware)
The University of Delaware Career Center offered its first virtual job shadowing program over the
summer. Ryan Fuller, assistant director of employer and alumni engagement at the Career Center, said:
Instead of connecting students with alumni or employers for a full day of
job shadowing at the host’s place of employment, students are now

6767
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connecting with employers virtually via Zoom, Skype, or Google Hangouts
for 1-hour informational interviews.

Although the structure of the program has drastically changed from years past, Fuller said engagement
is higher than ever with the most hosts of any previous program:
The virtual nature of this event has allowed even more alumni to
participate than ever before and from all over the country.71

Virtual Miro-Internships
(University of Chicago)
The Micro-Metcalf Program provides students with “opportunities to gain valuable professional
experience outside the traditional internship cycle.” Micro-internships are short, project-based
internships that often require 20–40 hours of total work across 2–4 weeks, and they can be completed
remotely. They are posted on a rolling basis with year-round applications.72

Career Kits (BridgeYear)
BridgeYear is a nonprofit organization based in Houston that partners with the UpSkill Houston initiative
to connect underserved youth to careers and education beyond high school. BridgeYear had to rethink
its immersive Career Test Drive® Fair approach to career exploration, while staying true to its hands-on
model and adhering to COVID-19 guidelines. BridgeYear Co-Founder and Executive Director Victoria
Chen said:
Students need hands-on experiences to “try on” and make sense of
careers rather than just hearing abstractly about them.

The organization piloted its new Career Test Drive® Kits with 49 students and
—shrank its in-person program into activities that fit inside 12-inch by 12inch by 6-inch boxes—or even smaller envelopes—and could be
delivered directly to students’ homes.73
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Big Interview
Big Interview is an interview training program featuring innovative ways to help students effectively
prepare for interviews. With Big Interview, students can practice industry-specific interviewing
questions with the ability to record, review, and share their answers.

AstrumU
AstrumU is an online platform that matches employers with students. Employers share job descriptions,
and candidates share their background. AstrumU evaluates the information provided to learn what
matters to both employers and students, what is unique about each job, and what skills and qualities
students possess. AstrumU’s artificial intelligence (AI)-driven model then predicts the matches with the
highest shared probability of success.
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